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 Q: Modifying the size of a class I'm trying to modify the size of a class that is used in multiple projects. I'm not talking about
making the class smaller, but rather adding more data members. This class I'm talking about is called DemoBase in which I store

a few flags: namespace demo { public class DemoBase { public DemoBase() { IsFaulty = false; IsValid = false; IsPending =
false; IsSuccessful = false; } public bool IsFaulty { get; set; } public bool IsValid { get; set; } public bool IsPending { get; set; }
public bool IsSuccessful { get; set; } } } Is there any way to change the DemoBase such that it could store additional data? A:

You can create a new class deriving from the DemoBase class and add properties as you wish. public class DemoBase :
DemoBase public string SomeValue { get; set; } // etc. The properties will then be the same, but they can have additional values.
If this does not meet your requirements, you can create a small wrapper class that inherits from DemoBase, containing the data
you wish to store, and add properties to it. If you wish to only add a new property to the DemoBase class, you can use the new

keyword, but then you will have to change the existing properties as well. Loss of alpha9beta1 integrin as an early event in early
atherosclerosis. An association between the upregulation of alpha9beta1 integrin and high levels of matrix metalloproteinases

(MMP) in atherosclerotic lesions suggests that this integrin may play a critical role in the pathogenesis of 82157476af
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